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195 KW/265 PSPOWER (KW)/Power (PS) 6.4 SACELERATION 0 - 100 KM/H280 KW/380 PSPOWER (KW)/POWER (PS) 4.8 SACELERATION 0 - 100 KM/HBACK A BEGINNARE forward. doors, five seats, but incomparable, unmistakable and unstoppable. In its last generation, the Macan is and remains the sports automobile of compact SUVs. Instantly,
Porsche's DNA is recognizable from the inclined roof lib: Flyline's line "gives the macan its characteristic contours of sports cars. Front of the front of the spoiler reciéal designed. new design. The rear developed with black diffuser. The advanced cabin ensures a concept of modern control that is a typsic of Porsche. New generation of the steering
wheel: the reviewed options of the steering wheel give perfect control and tactility, and allow change manual through the change of change of changes. The new engines continue to deliver a real performance of the sports automvile. SAME Principle: The 2.0-Litre inline Four-Cylinder Turbo Engine and The 2.9-Litre Twin-Turbo V6 Engine Efficiently
Produce outstanding power and torque.the 7-speed porsche doppelupplung (pdk) provides instantaneous and optimum gear selection in automatic mode, with gratifying manual change and p Record for when I want to take control. Parkassist with active parking support. The new optional Parkassist seeks and recognizes the appropriate parking
spaces and, just by touching a boton, takes care of the direction when entering and leaving a parking space. Stand out among the crowd. Being one of the crowds or that of the crowd? There is no doubt for Porsche design. For the creators of Flyline Porsche. We have been perfecting these powerful dynamic proportions for days. We refine them. Adapt
them to a life that faces all challenges. The result is a lot than sports SUVs. They are ãdnico characters. Macan models that only Macan models: distinctive characters. The Macan is equipped with 19 inches inches lE .soibmac ed oibmac ed satelap sal ed s©Ãvart a launam oibmac nu netimrep y ,sotcefrep dadilitcat y lortnoc nu necerfo n³Ãiccerid ed
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roloc ne odatnip ¡Ãtse oretnaled latnaled n³Ãrela lE .D3 arutxet noc argen aval ne n¡Ãtse selaretal secul suS .sadeur to contrast. for extended leather interiors, we offer optional contrast packages that match the exterior colors, providing a new and harmonious color accent to the interior.required by law. Since 1 September 2017, certain new cars
have been approved according to the test procedure of light vehicles harmonized around the world (wltp,) a more realistic test procedure to measure the consumption of fuel/electricity and the emissions of co ``, from 1 September 2018, the wltp replaced the new cycle of European handling (nc.) due to the most realistic conditions of consumption, the
most determined consumption/ this can lead to corresponding changes in the vehicle's taxes from September 1, 2018. you can find more information about the difference between wltp and nedc at www.porsche.com/wltp.Currently, we are still obliged to provide nedc values, regardless of the type of approval process used. the additional report of the
wltp values is voluntary until its compulsory use. With regard to new cars (which are approved according to the wltp), nedc values are therefore derived from wltp values during the transition period. to the extent that nedc values are given as ranges, they are not related to a single car and are not part of the offer. are intended only as a means to
compare different types of vehicles. Additional features and accessories (accessories, tire formats, etc.) can change the relevant parameters of the vehicle, such as weight, resistance to the bearing and aerodynamics and, in addition to the weather and conditions of the traffic, as well as individual handling, can affect the consumption of fuel/electricity,
emissions and performance values of a car. ** Important information on modelsPorsche totally eligric can be found here. The comfort zone to your comfort zone. The interior of the Macan is the synthesis of compact and automosted sports. The most high seat position in the front sports seats is still cooking in sports sports cockpit, cockpit, while giving
you greater visibility, and greater control: thanks to perfect ergonomics. Luggage compartment.The luggage compartment is easily accessed via the automatic tailgate and can be expanded from 488 to 1,503 litres, thanks to the split-folding rear bench seat. The perfect space for a wide range of leisure activities. Roof transport.The optional roof rails
blend harmoniously into the dynamic vehicle design and are a prerequisite for the optional roof transport system. Modules are available from the Porsche Tequipment range of accessories.Towing.The optional towbar system is designed for high towing capacities and is equipped with a 13-pin electrical socket. In addition, a rear-mounted bike carrier
can be fitted for up to two bikes.The eight-way comfort seats with electric adjustment of seat height, squab and backrest angle and fore/aft position on both the driver and passenger side offer a sporty, deep seat feel.The seats offer electric seat cushion depth adjustment and four-way lumbar support for driver and front passenger plus electric
adjustment of the steering column and mirror courtesy lighting. Individual settings can be saved for the driver and front passenger seat.Smooth-finish leather, more sculpted contours raised side bolsters ¢ÃÂÂ ensuring ultimate comfort and sportiness. As well as the comfort memory package, there are adjustment options for the front squab bolsters
and backrests. Plus, the distinctive seam pattern ¢ÃÂÂ in the front and rear seats. The Sound Package Plus provides excellent sound as a standard system in the Macan models: 10 speakers with 150-watt output. The acoustic pattern in the vehicle interior is optimally adapted to the driver and passengers by the amplifiers integrated into the PCM.The
surround sound system with 14 speakers including a subwoofer and centre speaker, 14 amplifier channels and 665-watt total output creates an impressive acoustic experience ¢ÃÂÂ even with Formats such as MP3, thanks to the technology for the improvement of the soundtrack. From high -end domestic audio to Macan, for unlimited aceistic
pleasure: 16 amplifier channels give a total output of 1000 watts, accentuated by 16 speakers that include an active subwoofer with 300 -watt class D amplifier. Infotainment.PORSCHE COMMUNICATION MANAGEMENT (PCM) with high -resolution of 10.9 inches is the control center for its vehicle. Thanks to the route of the route with updated lines
in the torn and information information in real time, it will reach its destination for more rose. With Apple Carplay wireless, you can use several applications during your trip. With the help of the My Porsche application, you can synchronize destinations and calendar inputs and use media transmission services such as Amazon Music. Using the remote
services of the My Porsche application, you can control certain functions of your Macan's vehicle.*The main headlights, including the Porsche's dynamic light system (PDL). The main headlights with PDL allow the upper light of the road at any time. Infundably Porsche: Four -point daytime racing lights and four -point brake lights. Also on board:
dynamic and static curves lights, speed -sensitive headlights control and adverse meteorological function. The main headlights with the dynamic light system of Porsche Plus (PDLS Plus). PDL Plus's optional functions include a dynamic main beam and assistant function based on navigation data, for improved lighting of its environment. Then you will
see what is happening around you even before. Modelle Macnama (WLTP)* Mocan Modelle (NEDC) ** Data determined in accordance with the whole medicality required by law. Since September 1, 2017, certain new automos Approved in accordance with the harmonized light vehicle test procedure world September 1 the WLTP replaced the New
European Driving Cycle (NEDC). Due to the most realistic test conditions, the consumption of fuel/electricity and the CO2 emission values determined according to the WLTP will in many cases be higher than those determined in accordance with the NEDC. This can result in corresponding changes in the vehicle tax from 1 September 2018. More
information on the difference between WLTP and NEDC can be found at www.porsche.com/wltp. Currently, we are still obliged to provide NEDC values, regardless of the type approval process used. Additional information on WLTP values is voluntary until mandatory use. With regard to new cars (which are approved in accordance with the WLTP),
NEDC values will therefore be derived from WLTP values during the transition period. To the extent that NEDC values are given as ranges, these are not related to an individual and individual car and are not part of the offer. They are intended only as a means to compare different types of vehicles. Additional features and accessories (adjustments,
tire formats, etc.) can change the parameters of relevant vehicles such as weight, resistance to the bearing and aerodynamics and, in addition to weather and traffic conditions, as well as individual handling, can affect the consumption of fuel/electricity, CO2 emissions and performance values of a car.** Here you will find important information about
all-electric Porsche models. You want me to pump your adrenaline? No problem. There's a reason the Macan injects endorphins into everyday life. It is characterized by the typical Porsche dynamics with powerful high-speed engines, as well as an excellent power distribution of the traction systemwheels and exceptional handling, made more than
precise by optional systems. Macan (WLTP)* Macan (NEDC)* The developed reci engine obtains the maximum power of a small package. It is characterized by its high pair and and (265ps) 0 €-100 km/h at 6.2 seconds maximum speed: 232 km/h Maximum torque: 400nmmacan S (WLTP)*Macan S (NEDC)*The 2.9-liter dual turbo V6 engine is new for
Macan S and IS IS models Designed for effortless energy delivery and instant response capacity, with a real six-cylinder soundtrack. 280kW (380ps) 0 €-100km/h in 4.7 seconds Maximum speed: 259km/h Maximum torque: 520nmmacan GTS (WLTP)*Macan GTS (NEDC)*With a high output power of 440ps of its displacement of 2.9 liters, the double CuRbo V6 Engine on the Macan GTS detates an emotional and acoustic performance. Speed PDK ensures extremely fast gear changes in automatic mode without interrupting the power flow. Would you rather change the equipment manually? That's not a problem with the steering wheel change pallets. It's not just about getting from A to B, it's all
else. For most people, the road is just gray asphalt. For Porsche drivers, it's a playground. Connected by a chassis with sports tuning that really allows you to feel the way. Porsche technologies, such as air suspension, intensify this feeling even more. Because nothing drives like a Porsche, apart from a Porsche. Time is beautiful. Sport Chrono
Package. The optional Sport Chrono package with switch mode provides an even more sporty fit of the chassis, engine and transmission configuration. With the response button in a redesigned mode and sport response on the steering wheel, you can choose between four driving modes: 'Normal', 'Sport', 'Sport Plus' and 'Individual'. The sports
response button provides maximum engine performance and transmission for 20 seconds. The launch control function guarantees the maximum acceleration of a dead point. The brakes. The big brakes of the new ocipÃT ocipÃT .ounitnoc osu le etnarud osulcni ,omitp³Ã otneimidner nu arap sodatsuja etnemanif n¡Ãtse nacaM n³Ãicamrofni aL .odazilitu
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regard to new cars (which are approved in accordance with the WLTP), NEDC values will therefore be derived from WLTP values during the transitionTo the extent that nedc values are given as ranges, they are not related to a single car and are not part of the offer. are intended only as a means to compare different types of vehicles. Additional
features and accessories (accessories, tire formats, etc.) can change the relevant parameters of the vehicle, such as weight, resistance to the bearing and aerodynamics and, in addition to the weather and conditions of the traffic, as well as individual handling, can affect the consumption of fuel/electricity, emissions and performance values of a car. **
Important information about fully electric porsche models can be found here. increasing all so senses: the macan gts. some things impress from the first moment. Or the first look. and some things make us even more. They take their breath away. In porsche, we take everything that inspires us beyond. so that drivers can feel even more than they
already love: the feeling of driving a porsche. and the macan gts represents this feeling: more than you love. a look is all you need: the external differentiation. being more color: unlike other models, the elements of the apron, the rear apron and the sport design are painted exterior color, the aleron of the front central section in matte black,
characteristic of all models gts. performance values that light the emotions. macán gts (WLTP)*Macan gts (NEDC)*The V6 motor of 2.9 liters V6 delivers 324kw 0 to 100 km/h in 4.3 seconds with sport chrono package. highlighting this performance, the standard sports exhaust system transmits an authentic sound, from the spine of the spine. and
presents removable dampers optimized for maximum driving pleasure and grip. descent by 10 mm compared to theThe air suspension of the new Macan and Macan S, gives the GTS a dynamic presence, while connecting it even more closely with the Sport Road.gts package. The maximum individuality and even more intentional design: these are the
features of the Macan GTS with the new GTS Sport package. In combination with an exclusive exterior color, such as the new Python Green, the cut-out components in satin black provide extraordinary accents, p. The rear apron or the impressive 21-inch GT design wheels with performance tyres. Side leaves, among other elements, are in black (high
brightness). Inside, the GT Sports steering wheel, the adaptive sports seats with comfort memory pack (18 tracks) that includes the 'GT' logo on the front headrests and, above all, sports and exclusive materials: carbon, race race race and an improved leather interior, are surely impressed. Color accents around the look ", for example, the optional
python green. MACAN MODELLE (WLTP)* MACAN MODELLE (NEDC)** Data determined according to the measurement method required by law. Since 1 September 2017, certain new cars have been approved according to the globally harmonized light vehicle test procedure (WLTP), a more realistic test procedure to measure fuel
consumption/electricity and Co```` emissions.From 1 September 2018, the WLTP replaced the new European management cycle (NEDC). Due to the most realistic test conditions, fuel consumption/electricity and CO emission values determined according to the WLTP, in many cases, will be higher than those determined according to the NEDC. This
can lead to corresponding changes in the vehicle's tax from September 1, 2018. You can find more informationthe difference between wltp and nedc at www.porsche.com/wltp.Currently, we are still obliged to provide nedc values, regardless of the type of approval process used. the additional report of the wltp values is voluntary until its compulsory
use. LikeAs for new cars (which are approved according to the WLTP), NEDC values are derived, therefore, from WLTP values during the transition period. To the extent that NEDC values are given as ranges, these are not related to a single individual car and are not part of the offer. They are intended only as a means to compare different types of
vehicles. Additional features and accessories (accessories, tire formats, etc.) can change the relevant parameters of the vehicle, such as weight, resistance to the bearing and aerodynamics and, in addition to the weather and traffic conditions, as well as individual handling, can affect the consumption of fuel/electricity, emissions and performance
values of a car. ** Important information about fully electric Porsche models can be found here. Opportunities don't wait. So, what are you waiting for? 20 "The Macan S wheels painted in dark titanium, Sport Chrono package and a 15 mm reduced chassis with Porsche Active Suspension Management, delivers sharper driving dynamics. The unique
exterior details in Agate Gray Metallic are instantly recognizable. Exterior details in Agate Gray Metallic. A surprising detail on the front: the prominent spoiler with emphasis on the width. Painted in metallic grey agate to match the side lights, the exterior mirrors, the ceiling aleron and the letters in the back. The main headlights led by the Porsche
dynamic light system (PDL) have static and dynamic curve lights. The distinctive four-point daylight signature is unequivocally Porsche. The setting provides a perfect driving position and features Sport-Tex silver striped seating centers, and Porsche crests on the headrests. Next 7102 7102 ed erbmeitpes ed 1 le edseD .yel al rop odireuqer n³Ãicidem
ed odot©Ãm le noc odreuca ed sodanimreted sotaD * * )CDEN( T nacaM*)PTLW( T nacaMataD y new cars have been type approved in accordance with the Worldwide Harmonised Light Vehicles Test Procedure (WLTP), a more realistic test procedure to measure fuel/electricity consumption and CO¢ÃÂÂ emissions. As of 1 September 2018 the WLTP
replaced the New European Driving Cycle (NEDC). Due to the more realistic test conditions, the fuel/electricity consumption and CO¢ÃÂÂ emission values determined in accordance with the WLTP will, in many cases, be higher than those determined in accordance with the NEDC. This may lead to corresponding changes in vehicle taxation from 1
September 2018. You can find more information on the difference between WLTP and NEDC at www.porsche.com/wltp.Currently, we are still obliged to provide the NEDC values, regardless of the type approval process used. The additional reporting of the WLTP values is voluntary until their obligatory use. As far as new cars (which are type
approved in accordance with the WLTP) are concerned, the NEDC values will, therefore, be derived from the WLTP values during the transition period. To the extent that NEDC values are given as ranges, these do not relate to a single, individual car and do not constitute part of the offer. They are intended solely as a means of comparing different
types of vehicle. Extra features and accessories (attachments, tyre formats, etc.) can change relevant vehicle parameters such as weight, rolling resistance and aerodynamics and, in addition to weather and traffic conditions, as well as individual handling, can affect the fuel/electricity consumption, CO¢ÃÂÂ emissions and performance values of a
car.** Important information about the all-electric Porsche models can be found here. 195 kW/265 PSPower (kW)/Power (PS)6,4 sAcceleration 0 - 100 km/hTechnical Specs Build Your Own Compare 195 kW/265 PSPower (kW)/Power (PS)6,2 sAcceleration 0 - 100 km/hTechnical Specs Build Your Own Compare 280 kW/380 PSPower (kW)/Power (PS)4,8
0 - 100 km/Htechnical specifications Build your own comparisons 324 kW/440 pspower (KW)/Power (PS) 4.5 SACELATION 0 - 100 km /Power (ps) 4.8 s acceleration 0 - 100 km/h wltp* NEDC* Tynical specifications Number of cylinders 6 grade of fuel 98 bore 84.5 mm sprok Méxima speed of the engine 6,800 1/min mog. Torque 520 nm mã¡x.
Departure per liter (kw/l) 96.00 kW/l mã¡x. Departure per liter (ps/l) 131.00 ps/l maximum speed 259 km/h Acceleration 0 - 60 mph 4.6 s Acceleration 0 - 60 mph with sport chrono packet 4.4 s acceleration 0 - 100 km/h 4.8 s acceleration 0 - 100 km/h with sport chrono 4.6 s acceleration 0 - 160 km/h 11.2 s acceleration 0 - 160 km/h with sport packet
Chrono 11.0 s Acceleration 0 - 200 km/h 18.9 s Acceleration 0 - 200 km/h with package Sport Chrono Acceleration of 18.7 s in Gear (80-120 km/h) (50-75 mph) 3.2 s 1/4 miles 13.2 s 1/4 miles with Sport Chrono package 13.0 s máx. Soil clearance (air suspension, normal level) 187 mm in length of 4,726 mm wide 1.927 mm wide (with mirrors) 2,097
mm high 1.621 mm ) 1,930 kg of weight without measuring (EU) 2.005 kg grss grassible gross peasant grossible roughable weight 2,580 kg of maximum load 650 kg mã¡x. T -towing load (braking) 2,400 kg mã¡x. Tow load (without stamping) 750 kg maximum roof load allowed with Porsche 75 kg roof transport system Open compartment volume
(detail of the front seats) 954 l open luggage compartment volume (up to the upper edge of the rear seats) 488 l Volume of the most large compartment (detriment of the front seats, to the roof) 1,503 l Fuel tank 65 L under 15.8 - 15.3 l/100 km Medium of consumption 11.4 - 10.8 l/100 km of consumption 10.1 - 9.5 l/100 km Extra consumption - High
11.6 - 11.0 l/100 km of combined consumption 11.7 - 11.1 l/100 km -Emission of CO2 Combined (WLTP) 265 - 251 g/km of Urban fuel consumption 12.5 - 12.4 L/100 l/100 Extra fuel consumption -urban 8.3 - 8.3 l/100 km combined fuel consumption 9.9 - 9.8 l/100 km combined CO2 emissions 225 - 224 g/km NOx emissions 13.9 mg/km Standard
characteristics of 6 pistons Fixed aluminum monobloc on the border in Combined floating calibrators in Porsche Doppelkupplung (PDK) of 7 speeds with automatic mode and manual controls (pay) High-speed steering wheels in front of the vehicle (Plus) Totally galvanized, unibody four doors with integrated front side impact protection with integrated
air cooling air bumpers that include high-strength crusade members and two deformation elements each with two threaded accessory points for the eyetrailer contained in Automatic rear door board tool kit in the outer mirrors of lava wash texturized with mirror-shaped V-shaped mirror painted in exterior side window ornaments in aluminum ceiling
alloy in black (gloss) two tail pipes out to the left and andwith matte silver finish preparation for towbar systems ‘PORSCHE’ logo and design model on the back door in silver color (high brightness) front apron panel painted in outer color sportdesign exterior mirrors painted exterior color led main headlights incl. automotive panels in front of the rear
panels in front of the rear windowof the entire ceiling frame and lateral glazing from the A-Pillar to the front airbag deactivation function to mount children in front seat folded rear seat (40) (40) (40) 20 : 40) and folding central armrests Two inches (12 volts): central console in front and in baggage compartment Rear backrest with two integral
shareholders Roll detection for the activation of curtain airbags and seat belt holders Luggage cover Multifunctional steering wheel with displacement paddles and manual height adjustment ISOFIX for rear seats Speed Limiter Lane Output Warning Electric Elevators ParkAsist Porsche (front and rear) with visual warning and audible Protection of
aluminum loading edges Communication management (PCM) incl. Internet Connection Sound Package Two USB Charging Ports on the Rear Central Console Digital Radio Two USB-C ports of charge and connectivity in the front center of the storage console Porsche compartment Vehicle tracking system (PVTS) Macan Models Macan Models Macan
Models Macan Models Macan Models Macan Models Macan Models Macan Models Macan Models Macan Models Macan Models Macan Models
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